News

In this fast-moving world we live in, everyone is trying to be first in everything they try. Unfortunately, it seems that San Francisco has been chosen to be the scene of America's first political kidnapping, that of Patricia Hearst, daughter of publisher Randolph Hearst. With the sudden emergence of the Symbionese Liberation Army (SLA) in the last few months, Americans have become more and more aware of just what terrorist tactics are all about. No longer are we going to be able to read about this type of thing happening in some far-off country and smugly say that it could never happen here. It is happening.

*****

It was just announced by the White House that Mr. Nixon has finally undergone his often-postponed physical examination. The press of daily activities has kept him from having it completed until now. The White House also stated that everything went well. Isn't that nice to know?

*****

If you've been tuned away from a gasoline station lately because they were only selling their regulated amounts of gas over a certain period of time, you were being discriminated against. This was the latest ruling by William E. Simon, the energy chief.

 EVENTS IN THE BAY AREA

Rudi Shankar, a pioneer in bringing classical Indian music to the United States, will return to the Masonic Auditorium in San Francisco on Friday, March 8 at 8:00 PM.

*****

Once again, the Texaco sponsored Met Broadcast which is coming up this last January promises to be an event of special interest. Luciano Pavarotti will be singing the role of Rodolfo in Puccini's "La Boheme" Mr. Pavarotti achieved a great deal of success in the bay area during the 1973 Opera Season where he appeared in the production of Le Fanciulla and also on the special program in Golden Gate Park sponsored by the Friends of the Park.

The broadcast will be at 8 AM on Saturday, Feb. 16, and will be well-worth the effort to hear it.

*****

(Cont. on Pg. 15)
The Emperor's Impressions

An unholy spirit steps inside a room with the intention of making a mess and in doing so, the spirit leaves a trail of destruction and chaos behind. The spirit, known for its malicious nature, creates a sense of unease and danger, making it evident that the room is no longer the safe and secure environment it once was.

CASTRO VILLAGE

TRUCKIN'

with Audio

MARDI GRAS FESTIVAL tickets are now available. The Mardi Gras Festival is a celebration of the rich culture and history of the city, with events taking place throughout the month. Tickets can be purchased at local merchants or online. The festival includes parades, live music, and food, providing a fun and engaging experience for visitors.

ARE YOU READY FOR THE MIND SHAFT

The Mind Shaft is an event that takes place throughout the year, offering a variety of activities and experiences. Whether you are looking for a challenge, a chance to relax, or simply to have fun, The Mind Shaft has something for everyone. From outdoor adventures to indoor games, there is something for everyone to enjoy.

CASTRO Village

Mardi Gras West entire week

Feb 17 - 24th

Support

Alcoholism, Inc.

Castro Village

Castro Camera

Support

Alcoholism, Inc.

Castro Village

Castro Camera

Business cards

$8.95 PER THOUSAND

Mosca Center

1,000 MARKET

561-2651
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The Best Singer

IT'S LYNN CARTER

PHYLIS DILLER
PEARL BAILEY
BETTE DAVIS
MAE WEST
MARLENE DIETRICH
HERMIONE GINGOLD
ON STAGE TOGETHER!

held over one more week

Closing Sunday, Feb. 24th
THE FANTASTIC CHARLES PIERCE
is now at Gold Street.

By GENE ARCERI

SINBAD: For the whereabouts of Tennessee Williames, if any of you know where he is, will you contact the writer, and I will do all I can to get to him. I have heard that he is in the Cal. area, and it seems rather strange to me that he would have left his home. The only way I can get to him is through a mutual friend, and I'm sure he will be glad to help. Let me know what you hear. I am still waiting for his reply. Thank you.

THE MALE ORCHARD

OPENS SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 16!

LONE MOUNTAIN COLLEGE, 2800 TURK, SF

LAST SUMMER

GROUP SALES 864-7200

IMOW C M

JOURDAN JOHN MILLS

OFFERS AN EVENING OF Songs WITH Gene Nelson, Of Radio, T.V., Movies, And etc. playing the part of the Ghost of Christmas Past. Permanent Footlights... A.M. 1900 at Lone Mountain College. (A Company of Players Production)

(Text continued on Pg. 15)
I hear that JACKIE D'S is going into a new thing called "Nude Encounters." I think that's exactly what you think I have been hoping for. Good luck in your new venture... A wonderful time was had at the DOGGY TALES by the far. Thanks for the invite, Lenny. The study is the place to be. As usual the study is being turned into a dance. The MAGNETIC FACTORY is the new bar in town when you see the small print in all of the twenty thousand buying your new dress. His dress is affordable. He is a good looking man. His F. S. it will be fine. Any hint? Wood St. - not Walter....

I have to go to the Royal City Mill with Reggie behind the bar. I left Lamont with him. What I hear is that Coop, La Kenny's marvelous secretary of several years was telling me that La Kenny but of course with strawberry loin cake. You can get very wet at Coop, what's her name, the Perfect 50,367 getting in the way. There are many La Kenny lovers but in that way marriages begin. - What a chance that someone has their bollocks at the Elkado and 120 street. Everyone who can get their very own restrooms or whatever should have their body hand cupped or like they in India can do in the comfort of 121... - I didn't realize that. The other night I attended Mr. Bill Adams social event at the Royal, making like a duck. He was there. What was that with Emma Mae Yuritz and her new man? The Stud of course. Door men is that funny dumb fellow really better...

What a shame, the SPAGHETTI FACTORY is going to BIG TOWN on the boards. Up for a very nice evening before the 21 of Feb. It be open again by invitation only, darlings. On to the lovely public. Naomi is there with the 21 of Feb. It be open again by invitation only, darlings. On to the lovely public. Naomi is there with

The Covered Wagon
Has gone upside down!

Everyone Welcome - No Membership Required!

The Covered Wagon
278 11th St. at Folsom
San Francisco
626-7220

The Covered Wagon
278 11th St. at Folsom
San Francisco
626-7220
Chapter 18

Part 8

"If you're strong enough you can control a man," Abie Trisch said.

"Yes, that's true," Grandma Hawks echoed, "but if you're not... I know many who have lost their freedom to the devil."

"But I can control a man," he continued.

"Yes, that's true," Grandma Hawks replied. "But have you ever seen a person who is truly free?"

"Yes, I have," he said.

"Then why are they always in bondage?"

"I don't know," he replied. "But I do know that if you want to be truly free, you have to give up your control."
FIESTAS (Feb. 19-May 30)

The 25th do not discuss any plans concerning your activiMes. The 26th bring a highly charged emotional day. The 27th leaves time to reveal any plans or schemes you have been keeping to yourself. Your early morning hours are the best way to see the outcome of your plans. The 28th brings a sense of being free and settling down into something new. The 29th may be keeping strange company or entertaining strange thoughts. An "intimate" champagne buffet at CINEMATTACHINE. 

VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)

The 25th bring you to a resolution of your problems. You may not have a solution to your problem, but you cannot keep them from happening. The 26th brings a sense of being free and settling down into something new. The 27th brings the opportunity to express yourself. The 28th brings a sense of being free and settling down into something new. The 29th may be keeping strange company or entertaining strange thoughts. An "intimate" champagne buffet at CINEMATTACHINE.

CANCER (June 21-July 22)

During this period you may feel your heart and share as you have never shared. It will be a pleasant surprise to meet someone who you share your feelings with. On the 28th your heart is free to express itself. You may want to express your feelings to someone you care about. The 29th brings the opportunity to express yourself. An "intimate" champagne buffet at CINEMATTACHINE.

SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)

Hope you don't do it too much, but if you did I hope you missed. During this period you may want to express your feelings to someone you care about. The 28th brings the opportunity to express yourself. An "intimate" champagne buffet at CINEMATTACHINE.

ARIES (Mar. 21-April 19)

On the 25th your temper concerning friends and lovers will be very beneficial. By the 25th you may have diffi­culty choosing being free and settling down into something new. The 27th brings a sense of being free and settling down into something new. The 28th brings a sense of being free and settling down into something new. The 29th may be keeping strange company or entertaining strange thoughts. An "intimate" champagne buffet at CINEMATTACHINE.

CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)

The 25th brings a sense of being free and settling down into something new. The 26th may bring a sudden change, hope you didn't do it too much, but if you did I hope you enjoyed your heart a rest. On the 27th do whatever you can to get things moving. The 28th brings a sense of being free and settling down into something new. The 29th may be keeping strange company or entertaining strange thoughts. An "intimate" champagne buffet at CINEMATTACHINE.
NEED A LADY ESCORT? Comfortable, Box 2811 -- S.F., CA 94126. Ph. any­

LARGE CLEAN VICTORIAN 2 BR APT~ Wild, Wet and Uninhibited? Call

OR $6. SO a QUARTER.

"SUMMARY OF PORRAB

Redwood City. Special rates

if you've had some difficulty

of-the-mill type. Become

S.F. 94114

DIAL - A - MODEL

TRUCKIN WITH cHbCk

PHONg  1
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Obedient, Honest, References.

OLDER HOUSEBOY AVAILABLE

Joe at 415-775-4806 now. (G6)

10 - 1 PM only! _______

ing

emmaus

place necestart. Reasonahle rates.

MANNUSCRIPTS WANTED FOR

MANUSCRIPTS WANTED

MANPOWER

MODERN SCIENCE the publisher of "Manpower" magazine, is seeking manuscripts on the following topics:

1. "EXORCISM"

2. "THE GODS"

3. "THE MYTHS"

4. "THE DIOCESE"

5. "THE CHURCH"

June 1974

Rev. Dr. John L. Rainier, S.J.

MANUSCRIPTS SHOULD BE

5 to 15 double spaced typewritten pages, send to: Rev. Dr. John L. Rainier, S.J., The Deaconess Institute, 3400 California Street, San Francisco 18, California.

COUCH LEATHER UPHOLSTERY

5 yr., 360 ft. Digs west.

MAKE READY ON MONDAY for $10. Semi-private. 30 Month $4.50 a QUARTER.
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WESTERN DINING ROOM

CONGRATULATIONS BARBARY COASTERS & ACADEMY AWARDS WINNERS

NEWTOWN

Brunch Every Sat., Sun., & Holidays
Hours 11:00 A.M. Till 3:00

WELCOME ALL OUT OF TOWN GUESTS

Serving: Chuck Wagon Buffet
All You Can Eat! Choice Of One Or All Entrees!

Hours: 6:00-11:30 For Daily Open Salad Bar!
Only $4.25!

DESSERT, COFFEE, TEA, MILK, & TAX.

WELCOME ALL PERMANENT RESIDENTS

New Newtown Hall Street Near Mac Art's

Bart O'Shea & Company

Talent Nite 11 P.M. on Wed.

MOVIES AFTER DINNER MONDAY & TUESDAY AT 9:00

KALENDAR
KEITH

FREE